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EXPERIENCE

I’m a UX designer with 9 years of experience,
10 US patents and a wide set of skills. With

Dec 2008
Current

( LinkedIn Proﬁle )

TiVo
Senior UX Production Specialist

a user-centric focus, I’ve honed my expertise

At TiVo I started as a production designer, using best practices to create

in visual design, production, wireframing,

assets and pixel speciﬁcations for mobile, tablet and TV interfaces. I developed

user ﬂows, prototyping and testing to delight

a strong relationship with product managers and engineering teams as

end users and create memorable experiences.

well as ﬁrm knowledge of today’s devices and their requirements.

I have proven myself to be innovative,

I transitioned into a visual design role where I was able to leverage my

free-thinking and dependable. I work well with

knowledge of devices and interactions as well as my keen design sense

fellow designers, developers and product

to create compelling designs for web, mobile and TV interfaces while

managers. I enjoy solving complex problems

working closely with interaction designers and engineers.

and taking on new responsibilities.

In 2013, I was given full UX responsibilities for two major products in TiVo’s
catalog, iGuide and Passport. I was able to apply the knowledge that I’ve
gathered from my peers and industry leaders to usher these legacy

EDUCATION

products into a new era. This major initiative involved a full redesign and
the addition of several new features, including a back-oﬃce web tool. In

Bachelors of Science, Graphic Design

over 10 million homes around the world, these two products continue to

Olivet Nazarene University

thrive in today’s changing video content market. I was able to achieve this

Bourbonnais, IL

by focusing on the end-consumer’s needs while playing nicely with

Graduation, Dec 2005, GPA 3.5

business requirements. This involved user and market research, personas,
innovation sessions, prototyping, testing, iterations, validations, fresh

SKILLS

visual design and production while working in an agile environment.
Expert-Level

I continue to help TiVo move forward by taking on responsibilities outside
of my oﬃcial role. I’ve created several proof-of-concept prototypes that

VISUAL DESIGN

help customers visualize the power and depth our data oﬀerings at
PRODUCTION

international trade shows year after year. I’m also an active participant in
the company’s patent program and have over 10 US patents to my name.

PROTOTYPING
USER FLOWS
WIREFRAMING

Jun 2007

BerylMartin

Dec 2008

Production Artist
At BerylMartin I worked with the art and print departments, primarily using

USER TESTING

Photoshop and Quark XPress, to create high quality print products for

AGILE METHODOLOGY

customers and various B2B materials with same-day turnaround. Most of
this work was centered around print materials, branding and web design.

ADOBE PHOTOSHOP CC

Expertise in photo retouching was required for many jobs. I also served as
the team copywriter for 8 months.

ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR CC
SKETCH
AXURE RP
HTML / CSS

May 2006
Jun 2007

Applied Systems
Multimedia Content Designer
At Applied Systems I created online interactive tutorials for clients to
assist them in learning how to use our complex automated insurance

MICROSOFT OFFICE
ADOBE INDESIGN CC

software. I often used Macromedia Authorware and Adobe Captivate.
I also did the visual design for our department's websites, created custom
tutorial templates as well as printed materials.

